
DECEMBER 2012: The “Perfect” Storm  

It may be that the storm of 2012 will go down in Plain history as one of the most devastating 

and truly the strangest storms we have ever witnessed. It is very possible that it will come to 

be known as the catalyst wake-up call which created a paradigm shift in 

our thinking!  It certainly became that for me. How is it that I could live 

here for so many years and be completely unaware that I was living in a 

WILDLAND URBAN INTERFACE (WUI), an area where the risk 

of wildfire is extremely high?  I had never even heard the term, 

much less knew what it meant.  Honestly, I had never given a thought 

to wildfire! 
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Embers from a campfire ignite 

a cabin on No. Shore-July 2013
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DID YOU KNOW?  


‣ Wildfire activity is increasing across America.  

The population has tripled in the past century and many 

have been gravitating towards rural, serene, beautiful 

settings.  “This trend has created an extremely complex 

landscape that has come to be known as the Wildland/Urban 

Interface (WUI): a set of conditions under which a wildland 

fire reaches beyond trees, brush, and other natural fuels to 

ignite homes and their immediate surroundings.”  

Communities Compatible With Nature, NFPA, 2008  

‣ The trend is hotter, more intense fires.   

‣ WUI conditions in our area:  
‣ Dense, highly flammable vegetation  
‣ Flammability of the structures and their proximity to 

fire – prone vegetation  
‣ Severe weather patterns  
‣ Topography – mountainous terrain  

‣ We have some additional challenges:  
‣ Areas without established water systems  
‣ Non-maintained primitive roads (one way in/out) 
‣ Narrow driveways and poor address signage  
‣ Part-time residents and vacation rentals 
‣ Many times homes left unattended 
‣ Often guests do not recognize the wildfire threat  

‣ According to USFS fire history research, the 

natural occurrence of wildfire in our area is 

approximately once every 20 years.  We are actually 

over-due! 

‣ If a wildfire occurs, our firefighters lack the 

resources to defend every home.   

“A community’s actions toward preparing for wildfire 
in advance can make a crucial difference when one 
occurs.”   fireadapted.org
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Volunteers help 

out neighbors!

What began last year with 

a few volunteers joining 

together to help clear  

storm debris has led to a 

grass roots movement 

exploring what it means to 

become a Fire Adapted 

Community. 
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WE ARE DOING OUR PART! 

 To understand the importance of our Bretz Firewise efforts, it is vital to view it in the context of  the  

Fire Adapted Community mindset. “A Fire Adapted Community is one where the members 

understand and accept their wildfire risk and have taken pro-active steps to improve the safety and 

resilience of their homes, landscapes, and community assets to withstand a wildfire.” fireadapted.org 

FIRE ADAPTED . . . FIRST STEPS:  2013-2014 

‣ COMMUNITY FIREWISE INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS 

‣ VALLEY-WIDE  FUELS REDUCTION CHIPPING PROJECTS (DNR FUNDED) 

‣ UPDATE OF OUR COMMUNITY WILDFIRE PROTECTION PLAN (CWPP) IN PROGRESS 

‣ FIREWISE CAMPAIGN - WE NOW HAVE 10 NEW FIREWISE COMMUNITIES BEING 

ESTABLISHED ACROSS THE VALLEY 



“The Wildfire Preparedness (Fire Adapted Communities) campaign emphasizes 

collaboration, community protection and personal responsibility, because 

EVERY community member must play a part.” fireadapted.org 
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COMMUNITY           

MEMBERS  

Property Owners 

Forest Service 

Fire Department 

School 

Church 

Businesses 

Realtors 

Contractors 

State Parks 

Camps (YMCA, Zanika Lache, 

Tall Timber, Stonewater Ranch) 
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Becoming a Firewise Community was a huge step for our neighborhood last year! 

I appreciate the Firewise program because it is built on what I consider to be the greatest strengths of 

our valley– community, collaboration and cooperation.  It fits!  We value relationship and family!  

We work together and play together! We live in one of the most gorgeous settings on the planet! This 

is our home and our desire is to preserve it and protect, not just the land but the people who dwell 

here.  For me it began with an individual sense of belonging and personal responsibility.  But for so 

many of us, it didn’t take long before we found ourselves drawn into a much larger family, as our 

lives, not just our property lines, began to connect.   

As we address the complexities that our community will face in the heat of a wildfire, I find it 

extremely hopeful that I have great neighbors and there are some simple practices that we can do 

together which can make a big difference!   

2013 BRETZ FIREWISE 



We value our independence in the Northwest, but in truth, our foresight and 

decision to acknowledge our interdependence when it comes to the issue of  

wildfire preparedness is vital to our future safety.     



WELL DONE EVERYONE!  
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‣ We began with 4 couples and formed a leadership team. 

‣ 18 property owners joined our community effort in 2013. 

‣ There are now 30 properties in the Bretz Firewise Community! 

‣ Folks on Blue Ribbon Ln, Beaver Valley Rd, Leonard Rd and Pobst Pl 

are linking with us. 

‣ Last year between personal out of pocket costs and our  combined 

documented clean up hours, our total Firewise Community investment 

came to  $96,000!   

‣ Our chipping project was extremely successful and as a result the DNR is 

back this year to assist the valley again in JUNE.
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KEEP IT LEAN, GREEN AND CLEAN   

  THINK LIKE A EMBER! 

REMEMBER THEY CAN TRAVEL UP 

TO A MILE! 

Much of the debris from last year’s storm still

remains on the forest floor and this year we will 

head into fire season with the bridge on 

Beaver Valley closing for the month of 

July which will have a huge impact on 

our fire fighter’s response time if a fire 

comes. As you begin your annual Spring 

maintenance this year, I want to encourage you 

to review your Firewise Risk Assessment from 

last year and don’t delay any thinning, trimming and clearing. Take advantage of the 

valley-wide chipping project scheduled for the week of June 23rd.

Document your time!  Every hour is worth $21.79 in our Firewise “bank account” 

towards future DNR projects.  Each year, we are required to reapply to maintain our 

Firewise active status. The work of a Firewise community is never done!  Many of the steps 

that are required have been incorporated within our Bretz Firewise Community Action Plan. 

(See firewise.org for more information on being a recognized Firewise Community) 
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2014 Bretz Firewise Community Action Plan 

‣ Encourage new members to do site assessments  

‣ Create and maintain defensible space around homes  

‣ Continue to thin and limb up forested areas (take advantage of DNR 

chipping in June) 

‣ Clear address signage at the end of every driveway – reflective preferred 

‣ Track investments of $2/capita/year and report to DNR 

‣ Approach county about clearing and maintaining roadway (Bretz Dr) 

‣ Form work party to clear Bretz Dr. roadway  for chipping 

‣ Form work party to assist neighbors  for chipping 

‣ Hold Firewise  Day - work day chipping 

‣ Organize annual Spring block party  

‣ Develop emergency communication plan 

‣ Continue to inform and seek new neighbors' participation 

‣ Reapply for Firewise Status 


